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Totally Entwined Group Limited, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Pearl Harbor Volume Two Abiding Heart
Tinder and Jason are back in Honolulu, determined to face the future.but an unexpected friend
from Tinder s Hotel Street days turns their lives upside down. Now that Jason is home, safe from
his horrific mission aboard the SS Malama, he and Tinder once again return to Honolulu to help in
the rebuilding of Pearl Harbor. Jason, who faces a military tribunal on the fate of the cargo ship s
lost crew members, suffers from traumatic nightmares as a result of his ordeal. Tinder, determined
to nurture and protect his lover, is devastated when the truth of the crew s capture and Jason s
dramatic escape is revealed. Determined to face the future with renewed determination and
courage, the two men also soon learn that fate has some other new surprises in store for them. In
the ensuing months of WWII Honolulu, Jason and Tinder grow closer and closer in spite of hate-and
help-from unexpected quarters, their abiding hearts rediscover the meaning of aloha. Reader
Advisory: This book is best read in sequence as...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a
published pdf.
-- Deanna Rath I-- Deanna Rath I

Complete guideline for ebook enthusiasts. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding.
-- Delilah Hansen-- Delilah Hansen
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